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1. (a) ^ ̂>851 : 1x3=3
Choose the correct answer :

(i) ^ 'sj^'^iivscw
3:1/1:2:1/2:1: 1.

The phenotypic ratio of Mendel's
monohybrid croSs is 3:1/
1:2:1/2:1: 1.

2R1^' 'IWfCbT ^H^^H/Cspn^/C^ljsros
I

The theory of hiheritance of acquired
characters' of organic evolution was
proposed by Darwin/ Lamarck/
Wallace.
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( 2 )

(id) 1nC<pi<ic«?5)<i *^>ll<ph
80S/70S/60S.

The size of an eukaiyotic ribosome is
80S/70S/60S.

(b) ̂  ^ • U2=2

Fill in the blanks :

(i) 2, 3, 7,. 8, 1 ̂  51^ ̂

The arithmetic mean of 2, 3, 7, 8 ,1
is .

(it) Fj ^ I

The Fi particles are found in the
innermembrane of

(c) '5^ cul<pl t^Tfl : 3x3=9
Write short notes on :

(i) 'SJFW ̂ 1#
Standard deviation

(it)

Mitochondria

(iU) <poil'<p*fl

Tissue culture
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2.
3x4=12

Discuss briefly the following (any/our) :

(a)

Polyploidy

(b) 15:^4
Somatic hybridization

(c)

Structure of cell membrane

(d)

Mutation

(e) WR? ''Rf
Homologous and analogous organs

(f)

Linkage

3. ?l#5 ^ 1% ? ̂''1^

iy2+l'/2+7+2=12

What do you mean by plastids? What are their
types? Describe with suitable labeUed
sketches about the structure and function of
chloroplast.
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W97/ Or

1%? ?

xpFjI^ »il<i*ivs 1^ a^I^R*rjh R<)c<i
^ I 2+4+6=12

What is genetic engineering? What are the
tools of genetic engineering? Also mention the
application of genetic engineering in crop
improvements.

4. "5^ : 5+5=10

Write short notes on :

(a)

The origin of life on earth

WW/ Or

Lamarck's theory

(b) ^

Biostatistics and its importance

WW/ Or

T5 «li^ 'SWM

Mean and median

★ ★ ★
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